## Mailing Lists

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mailing List</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Traffic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Artwork** | All about the Tiki look & feel, graphics, icons, themes, logos + other GUI stuff  
| **CVS** (it is still called CVS because this is what Tiki used before SVN and Git). Changing would require additional work, so we leave as is. | SVN (Subversion) commits information, and comments about commits.  
If you plan to develop and commit code, you should subscribe to this list.  
| **Development** | Tiki developers (the main decision/communication channel. Please **do not** use this forum for support — use the Forums instead.  
| **PT-BR** | Lista de discussão Tiki em português, para usuários e desenvolvedores.  
| **Deutsch** | German Language User Group (GLUG) - deutschsprachige Tiki Benutzergruppe  
| **Users** | General list for Tiki users  

We mirror (dogfood) the developers mailing list here:

- [https://tiki.org/forum26](https://tiki.org/forum26)

Note: For historical reasons, we continue to use mailing lists instead of exclusively Dogfooding the Tiki forums. Forum and Mailing List Synchronization is in place though.
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